
Beach Blended

“Family life is full of major and minor crises — the ups and downs of health, success and failure in
career, marriage, and divorce — and all kinds of characters. It is tied to places and events and

histories. With all of these felt details, life etches itself into memory and personality. It’s difficult to
imagine anything more nourishing to the soul.” – Thomas Moore

The thought of it sent a shiver up my spine – good lord, nine hours driving to the beach…in a 
minivan….with four kids, three of them teenagers, and only one other adult. Two of the kids aren’t 
even mine, and my co-pilot has no obligation to me whatsoever, save for the “this is so crazy it just 
might work” vision we both share about making a go of this blended family. But if it backfires on this 
trip, she can still open the door right there on the traffic-jammed freeway and leave me without looking
back. This is still a big risk.

As I pack up the rented van (no, I will never, ever, bring myself to buy one of these your-fun-
life-is-officially-over-and-your-cool-so-long-gone vehicles, so far from the candy-apple red Camaro of 
my youth), I have to focus on the good vision, the vision of these two broken families combining, for 
the better of all. It is a good vision, and it feels right in my heart.



Certainly Kim and I are better parents together; we make a good parental team. We bring 
different strengths to each other, to each others kids, strengths we don’t posses individually. As my 
boys grow older, they need my fatherly guidance, but they still miss that motherly nurturing that only a 
mom possesses. Kim’s girls certainly will learn from and respect all that she has done for them, but not 
fully until they are on their own. In the meantime, they need a father figure to fall back on, someone to 
catch them when they fall, or maybe just someone with a broad shoulder to cry on.

More than that, we are better people together; we make a great team as a couple. We calm each 
other down, talk each other off the ledge when our patience is fried, we quickly bring each other back 
to our soulful center. That is good for us, and good for our kids.

But mostly, I really believe Kim and I are meant to be together. We truly love each other, and 
we give our children a loving example, a beautiful example, of the glory to which love can shine, of the
depths to which love’s roots can grow, and of the heights to which love can tower. As these young 
people approach life on their own and love in all its confusion, that is important. They need to know 
love can overcome all obstacles.

I really believe that we can make this blended family work, and Kim and I both believe bringing
the six of us together will be beneficial to all.

We just don’t know how to do this yet. And it’s the details that scare the bejebbers out of me.

See, these theories are good on paper, good in our hearts – but they haven’t been tested. This 
week is the test, the trial period, the eight-day try-it-before-you-buy-it, no obligation, no money down 
grace period. I have to regulate the visions of “Are we there yet?”, “I have to pee!” right after we leave 
the rest area, and constant fights over the radio to the back of my mind. But somewhere back there I 
can still hear the kids whining, crescendo-ing with me pulling out what little remains of my hair, the 
interior insanity complimenting the massive traffic jam on the six-lane freeway, where we run out of 
gas as Kim and I fight over whose fault it is, sending me over the edge in a Clark Griswald vacation 
breakdown. There are good reasons why I have a rule, a very good rule, to fly to any destination over 
six hours drive time. Yoi and double yoi, this trip can go either way.

And there is a massive traffic jam around DC, and again around Norfolk, and our nine-hour trip 
balloons to twelve, and we miss a few exits (ok, I miss them), and there are some complaints – but all 
of it is minor. All of us, I think, want to make this work, and we are all smiles when we arrive at our 
Nags Head beach house.

I think others want us to make this work, too. It’s Kim’s late husbands parents who have so 
generously rented this beach house, and even more generously invited us Walko boys to share it, 
despite having only met us one time previous, and only a month ago, on a brain cancer charity walk to 
benefit their son. It is humbling to be on the receiving end of such generosity. But so many good things 
things are happening for me, for my boys, for Kim and I, for our fledgling blended family. It’s time to 
trust in this, to go with our gut feelings, to accept people’s generosity, say thank you, and pay it forward
by doing what we are supposed to do.

It is sometimes hard to do this, though. Just two days before vacation, I found myself at the 
county courthouse, filling out probate documents to “inherit” some small monies my late wife had in a 
personal account. The costs and fees and taxes will deplete a good part of the stash, and the mountain 
of forms that need filled and filed is daunting. I flashed back to the challenge I faced when Deb died, 



taking on a part time job for a few months just to process all the paperwork involved with death. I 
remember that helpless feeling, I remember how much effort it took not to let myself sink into despair, 
I remember how treading water felt like a victory most days.

The clerk asks me to review all the documents, before processing. With my right hand in the air 
I swear that all the information is correct, I am asked to sign and date. He reminds me that today is June
12. And right then, for the first time today, it hits me, that this would have been my 21st wedding 
anniversary…

I am suddenly shocked again, back into the past, the feelings of loss and grief welling to a fine 
needle pinprick of a hurtful sting. I look up at the clerk, a vacant far away look in my glazed-over eyes, 
and I tell him blankly that today was our anniversary. “It would have been our 21st…” I trail off. There 
is an ever so brief connection as our eyes meet, before he looks down without a word, and goes back to 
the forms.

There is nothing more to be said, so I spend some time, internally, feeling the pain and loss 
again. No, it doesn’t paralyze me anymore; I have accepted it. My everyday challenges of dishes and 
laundry and getting the kids to school and home and to football and baseball have demanded that most 
of the time it must be regulated to those slow parts of the day, which to a single widowed parent are 
about as rare as the winning daily lottery numbers. This is my slow part today, a minute or two of 
standing in line at the county courthouse. And in my slow time today, our anniversary, I am reminded 
that I still miss Deb…

But today’s events at the courthouse are also a reminder of how far I have come, too. I will 
survive this bureaucratic challenge, I know now it is not that bad. It will take time, it won’t be crossed 
off my to-do list for many many months, something that used to freak me out and keep me up at night, 
before.

Before, when my life was so much different, when there was a division of labor, and I handled 
the yard and outside duties and worked on them until they were done, even if it took all day. There 
were no interruptions to make the kids meals three times a day or to referee fights, Deb did that. I 
usually even had dinner made for me. Before, when our family unit was intact, when life was “normal.”
Before, when I was actually able to cross items off my list when they were actually completed, 100% at
one time, not 10% at a time over many days or weeks or months, as is my life now.

This is a sea change in thinking for me, a mirror of how much I have had to change. Two years 
ago I had a wife and a career, a secure financial future. Today I have none of those, and I need to work 
to rebuild all that – or maybe not.

I am doing things different this time. I am not going to follow my head, and plan everything out, and 
bull through sticking to my plans, even when things change, even when the universe is screaming to 
choose another route. Two and a half years ago, I made vow to live differently, to live from the heart, to
follow where the universe leads me, not where I try to lead the universe. And man, this conviction has 
been put to the test! First with Deb’s escalating illness and then rapid demise, then with the aftermath 
of her passing. Single parenting and an overbearing job didn’t mix well, and alcohol reared its ugly 
head and almost dragged me back down into its depths. But I have remained true to my vow, though 
sometimes my faith is shaky. Funny, but there has always been an angel to rescue me at those times.

My biggest angel, of course, is Kim. Good lord, it is truly a miracle, something which we are 



both thankful for everyday, that we found each other. Of course I don’t believe it is happenstance, and 
of course I believe that the seeds of our meeting were planted in my vow, and the roots of our meeting 
directed by our deceased spouses. I know that I would have succumbed to alcohol’s pull, I would 
probably be a semi-functioning mess in the clutches of an enemy that can’t be defeated, were it not for 
Kimberly Rose.

My dearest Kim. Still now, the tears well up just thinking of her, of this story, and my smile is 
involuntary just seeing a picture of her. My heart still flutters, my eyes still light up, just seeing her, and
I still long to just be in her presence. All of the time…

And so we are moving forward, searching for our path forward, looking for our cairns that will 
guide us to the best way to blend these two families.

And wow, the universe is conspiring to test us, too! The four kids have been regulated to the 
same room, with two bunks! Holy cow, they will truly be spending a ton of time together! Nervous 
glances between Kim and I. Will we be leaving early, in a flurry of tears and accusations and teenage 
meltdowns? Only time will tell now…

But that is the last of the nervousness. Kim’s family is incredibly welcoming to us, to this new 
family that has invaded theirs, to these three strange boys attached to their son/brother/cousin’s 
widowed wife and their daughters. We are met with hugs and handshakes, a glass of wine, and a tour of
our beach mansion, which contains a pool and pool table, foozeball and hot tub, a full surround 
projection tv movie room, ocean views out the vaulted ceiling picture windows, a fully stocked bar in 
the basement, an elevator (which Trevor will ride at least a thousand times this week!), a gazillion 
bathrooms, dogs and kids and beautiful folks spanning five generations and filling the eight bedrooms. 
A warmer welcome and more awesome place could not be scripted.

The week continues just like that, too, watching sunrises on the ocean, taking long walks on the 
beach, collecting shells and making sand sculptures, riding boogie boards and kayaking in the ocean, 
lounging by the pool and drinking beer (not the kids!), sharing incredible family-style meals (we all 
take a turn cooking and cleaning up from one meal, a great family exercise which the blended 
Walko/Brunson clan pulls off gracefully!), poker and 99 and good conversation at night (derpy, that’s 
really a word?), lots of laughs and relaxation and sleep and naps, and a general melting into the stress-
free beachcombers lifestyle, which is heavy on delight and just being, just going with the flow. There 
are no confrontations, no meltdowns, nothing that even remotely threatens the beauty of this trip.

On the last night, Kim and I find our kids chillin’ and mellow in the movie room. Claire and 
Emily and Jake and Trevor have been together all week, they have shared a room for seven nights, and 
for the most part they have all gotten along just fine. Tucked into their respective beds, it seems right to
share bedtime prayers. I lead, and my boys follow, and we have a section where we ask God to watch 
over all those who are special in our lives. Jake recently asked, on his own, to include Kim and Claire 
and Emily. There is laughter when Claire points out that we thank God for them after being thankful for
Boo (pet cat) and Slayer (pet snake). “We’re after the snake?” she asks.

But that’s the thing with blended families – we’re a little different. We didn’t get to this point 
the way most families do; we got here through tragedy. And our tragedy happened after the snake was a
part of the family. So we have adapted. And we have been blessed to add these wonderful people, out 
of choice – out of love – even if they were after the snake.



Love, if you are lucky enough to find it, doesn’t come in order, and it doesn’t stay there, either. 
And if you are lucky enough to find love – from the “love” of a pet snake, all the way up to the soul 
mate connection that Kim and I share – it is important to express gratitude for it. How many people 
never find it? Or find it and lose it? How many never get a second chance, like Kim and I have? How 
many people get to add new brothers and sisters when they are in their teens? It’s a gift, just like our 
biological families are and always will be. Love is the reason we are here, tonight together in this 
fabulous beach house, and here on Earth. Love is the pinnacle of our human experience, and it comes 
in varying degrees, from the love of a snake to the love of a step-brother or step sister, and yes, even 
the love of a soul mate.  Tonight I am reminded that love is what we all crave.

There is a comfortableness in this room. I think on some level these kids want this, too. We can 
work on our prayers – together – when we work out the details of how to make this work – together. 
And we can and will change the order of what we are thankful for, putting the girls ahead of the snake. 
As long as we always remember that LOVE, in all it’s increments, from snake to step-sister – is what 
it’s all about.

 

What will this blended family look like? That is up to us to create. But we are given a glimpse, 
on the last night. We all gather for a family picture, 25 people, many of whom have known each other 
forever, and three brand new people. There is no hesitation that the Walko boys should be included; I 
smile on the “Cheese” command, and so appreciate this acceptance. After the big group photo, smaller 
group pictures are taken, including one of this blended family, down at the beach, toes in the sand, the 
ocean waves behind us. Keep in mind, this is our trial run, our grace period, our first attempt, and we 
have been together constantly for seven days now. But look at those faces…the smiles are genuine. We 
can do this…


